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Introduction

Was there something about how the Cold War ended that should cause
scholars to reduce their confidence in the general utility of realist theories? Was
the turn toward study of ideas in general and constructivist social theory in
particular in the 1990s based on valid empirical studies of the end of the Cold
War? My answer to these questions, presented in some 24 publications between
1991 and 2005, was ‘no’.

To arrive at those ‘no’s’, my coauthors and I developed two overlapping but
distinct accounts of the Cold War’s end. Randall Schweller and I showed how
the peaceful ending of the superpower rivalry reflected the core realist tenet of
accommodating changing power relations (Wohlforth, 1991, 1993, 1994–1995;
Schweller and Wohlforth, 2000). This account did not explain everything,
but it explained more than enough to rebut talk that realism was somehow
‘falsified’ by the event. Stephen Brooks and I expanded the analysis to include
economic incentives more broadly – including those pertaining to the global
economy – and showed that the economic costs of maintaining its international
position made the Soviet strategy of retrenchment the most likely response
(Brooks and Wohlforth, 2000/2001, 2002, 2003, 2004). This explanation did
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not account for each twist and turn in the Cold War’s endgame, but it covered
more than enough to show how the causal effect of ideas was in many key ways
endogenous to changing material incentives.

Has evidence emerged that so undermines those explanations as to warrant a
retraction of either ‘no’? Precious little – but enough to show how these
explanations could be falsified. We wrote these accounts not as historians
seeking a total explanation of the event, but as political scientists seeking to
evaluate theoretical propositions. To evaluate a theory in light of some event
demands falsifiable propositions (Wohlforth, 1998). The two explanations I
helped produce meet that criterion. Readers should hold competing accounts
to the same standard.

To say that precious little contrary evidence has emerged is not to claim that
any explanation grounded in realism has become the conventional wisdom. On
the contrary, it remains deeply unpopular among scholars who write about the
end of the Cold War. The claims I am about to make may thus seem puzzling:
most of the theoretical lessons IR scholars drew from the Cold War’s end were
and remain wrong; the explanation that justifies these claims is strongly
supported by the evidence, but experts on the case reject it. To make sense of
these puzzles, it is vital to begin by being crystal clear on the relationship between
complex historical events and social science theories, and on what the Cold War
was and when it ended. I then review the two key ‘no’s’ concerning realism,
constructivism and the end of the Cold War. Next I examine recent sources,
looking for the newest evidence most damaging to the explanations my coauthors
and I developed. I conclude by explaining why no one loves a realist explanation.

Theory Evaluation a Historical Explanation

Revisiting the heated debates of the early 1990s requires that we understand
what they were about. The Cold War ended at a time when political scientists
studying international relations were consumed by the ‘paradigm wars’. The
unexpected end of the superpower rivalry fell into this debate, prompting
arguments that the event should cause a shift of scholarly commitments away
from realist theories (if not their abandonment altogether) and increased
investment in theories that highlight the causal effect of ideas. There were a
great many other arguments, too, about the role of leaders, domestic politics
and contingency, all of which were thought to bear on the status of large and
complex theoretical schools. These raised a number of vexing questions of
theory (what, actually, is ‘realism’, of what specific theoretical propositions
does it consist?), explanation (what does it mean to ‘explain’ a complex event
like the Cold War’s end?), and epistemology (what is the relation between
general theories and the explanation of complex specific events?).
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For many years, I was very preoccupied with these matters and wrote a lot
about them (see especially, Wohlforth, 1996, 1997, 1998, 2001, 2002; Schweller
and Wohlforth, 2000; Brooks and Wohlforth, 2002). Of all arguments presented
in this body of work, one is especially relevant to the purposes of this special
issue: theory evaluation is not the same as historical explanation. To explain the
event in terms of some theory is to demonstrate that important aspects of the
event are manifestations of general patterns predicted by the theory. Though this
demands careful engagement with the details of the case, it is not the same as
what Clayton Roberts (1995, p. ix) calls a ‘total explanation’, the ideal for
historical research, ‘in which the historian first describes the complex event that is
to be explained, then traces the discrete events leading up to it, discovers the
authors of those events, elucidates their purposes, relates those purposes to their
desires and beliefs, investigates the origins of their desires and beliefs’, and so on.

We can debate how much of the event some theory needs to cover in order to
claim that the event is consistent with the theory. But one thing should be clear:
IR theories cannot explain parts of the event that have nothing to do with IR
theory. International relations theory only bears on certain parts of the larger
event: the peaceful ending of the superpower rivalry that had shaped world
politics for 45 years. The downfall of European communist party regimes
and the dissolution of the Soviet federal state were clearly intertwined with the
end of the Cold War, but they involve core questions, theories and causal
mechanisms that, for better or worse, were not and generally still are not
central to IR theory. Theories of revolution and regime change tend to be the
province of comparative politics; and theories of state breakdown and the
emergence of new states out of former empires tend to be the province of
historical sociology. That is why the vast preponderance of writings on this
subject by international relations scholars does not focus on regime change
and the rise of nationalist challenges to the USSR, even though a historical
explanation in Roberts’ sense would demand that they do so.

When the Cold War Ended

So what aspects of the multiple complex events of 1989–1991 are relevant to
IR theory? What, exactly, was the Cold War and when did it end? The debate
over IR theory and the end the Cold War is plagued by confusion over these
questions. Some scholars claim the Cold War ended in 1988 when Ronald
Reagan was president, other insist that the true end came with George H. W.
Bush. Some see nuclear arms control agreements as the centerpiece, others
focus on ideological change and Soviet domestic reforms. Some, following
former US Secretary of State James Baker, focus on regional conflicts, seeing
US-Soviet cooperation in the run up to the Persian Gulf War as the key
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moment. Others focus on speech – the Cold War was over when people started
saying it was over.

This confusion is unwarranted. As R. Harrison Wagner (1980, 1993)
established in two important articles, IR theory and history converge on a
common definition of the Cold War and its end. To be sure, the term ‘Cold
War’ came to mean many things to many people, but it emerged when it
became clear that World War II would not end with a traditional peace
settlement. And the fundamental problem the statesmen of 1945 could not
solve was the presence of Soviet armies in the center of Europe, and especially
in Germany. As Walter Lippmann (quoted in Wagner, 1993) argued:

Until a settlement which results in [Russian] withdrawal is reached,
the Red Army at the center of Europe will control eastern Europe
and will threaten western Europe. In these circumstances American
power must be available ... to hold the whole Russian military machine
in check, and to exert mounting pressure in support of a diplomatic
policy which has as its concrete objective a settlement that means
withdrawal.

The failure to achieve a Soviet withdrawal was the taproot of most of the
phenomena we associate with the Cold War: the arms race, the competition
in the Third World, the periodic crises and war scares, the all-consuming
US-Soviet rivalry. Similar phenomena exist to greater or lesser degree in many
periods of international relations, which is why one occasionally hears talk of
some ‘new Cold War’ breaking out between the United States and Russia
today, but what made them come together in the especially virulent form of the
real Cold War was the expansion of Soviet power into the center of Europe, a
position from which Moscow might plausibly grasp military dominance of
Eurasia.

It took some 45 years to achieve the settlement Lippmann wrote about. As
Wagner (1993, p. 80), observes:

y by the time it was achieved most people in the West had come to
assume that it would never happen. The cold war nonetheless can best be
understood as a prolonged substitute for the post-World War II peace
conference that never took place. The partial European settlement that
led to the Helsinki accords did not end the cold war (contrary to the
expectations of many) because it did not alter the situation Lippmann
described; therefore it was possible to believe that that settlement might
not be permanent. The cold war did end, however, when Soviet control
over Eastern Europe collapsed and the Soviet military threat to Western
Europe ceased to be such a pressing concern.
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The negotiated settlement of the German Question and the framework
agreement on withdrawal of the Red Army from forward positions in Central
Europe in 1990 constitute the end of the Cold War. And key to that outcome
were Soviet decisions to re-orient grand strategy toward retrenchment and to
acquiesce to western terms for the post-war settlement. Rightly, therefore,
Soviet foreign policy and strategy lie at the center of the debate.

Realism and the End of the Cold War

Before workers were able to clear the rubble of Berlin’s fallen wall, IR scholars
were arguing that the Cold War’s end decisively undermined realism.1 Realists
failed to anticipate the peaceful ending of the superpower rivalry, they argued.
The outcome was an anomaly for the theory, in their view, a case whose mere
occurrence was enough to falsify realism. Even after the fact, realism utterly
lacked an explanation for the event. Its chief explanatory variables – anarchy
and the distribution of power – were constant in the Cold War’s endgame,
and therefore could not explain change. And, causal variables excluded
from neorealist theory – ideas, domestic politics, leaders – were so important in
this case as to further discredit realist theorizing.

Perhaps because I had just completed a dissertation on realism and the Cold
War, I was acutely aware of four major problems with this argument. First, the
failure to predict could not be linked to realism. Having been a graduate
student studying IR theory and Sovietology in the latter half of the 1980s, I
knew that no political scientist had forecast the Cold War’s end. The prediction
that reads best in hindsight is clearly Collins (1986), but it concerns the collapse
of the Soviet Union, not the end of the Cold War, and at the core of Collins’
analysis is geopolitical overstretch, an explanatory variable central to realism.

Second, realism is not a theory but a school containing many related
theories, some of which, like Kenneth Waltz’s neorealism, were less well suited
to explaining change than others, notably Robert Gilpin’s (1981) theory of
hegemonic war. Concerning Waltz’s hugely influential Theory of International
Politics (1979), the post-1990 critics had a point. It promulgated a view of
bipolarity as a stable structure to which the United States and the Soviet
Union, as ‘sensible duopolists’ (Waltz, 1979, p. 202), would tend to adjust. This
led to the expectation that they would cooperate tacitly to sustain the division
of Europe and the stability it supposedly provided. This was the intellectual
origin of John Mearsheimer’s (1990) famous ‘back to the future’ article, which
urged Moscow and Washington to maintain Europe’s division in the interest of
peace. Needless to say, people schooled deeply in that theory were not primed
to expect policies such as Washington’s and Bonn’s successful effort to cajole
and bribe the Soviets out of Europe (Sarotte, 2010).
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A third problem for the post-1990 anti-realist argument was the fact that
most realists thought that the optimal strategy for the Soviet Union in the
latter Cold War was restraint and retrenchment. Therefore Gorbachev’s moves
in this direction appeared to be steps toward bringing Soviet grand strategy in
line with what most realists saw as the international system’s incentives. If you
read Jack Snyder’s 1987–1988 article ‘The Gorbachev Revolution: A Waning
of Soviet Expansionism?’ you will see a setup that was not controversial at the
time: domestic political change was lining up in such a way as to allow Moscow
possibly to pursue the grand strategy that was actually in its interests, given its
international position. It followed that for Snyder and all his like-minded
colleagues, realist IR theory predicted a concessionary, de-escalatory strategy
for the Soviet Union.

This realist argument for the optimality of a concessionary, de-escalatory
strategy of some sort was grounded in well-established realist theories con-
cerning systemic constraints on expansionism. The day after Gorbachev
announced unilateral conventional force reductions before the UN General
Assembly, I recall a colleague bursting from his office to say ‘I’m convinced he’s
read Jervis on the security dilemma!’ If the Cold War was a security dilemma, as
realist scholarship that would later come be called ‘defensive realism’ argued,
then it made sense for the superpowers to seek non-offensive, non-threatening
ways to defend themselves. The upshot of this theory was that the Soviet Union
could be more secure at lower cost by spending less on offensive weaponry that
merely provoked dangerous counteraction from NATO; that greater transpar-
ency about Soviet military programs and thinking might defuse unwarranted
western concerns about the Soviet threat and foster a de-escalation of the arms
race; and that accepting asymmetrical cuts in arms control agreements could
enhance Soviet security by signaling benign intent and defusing the West’s
incentive to field a new generation of dangerous weaponry.

Even Waltz’s much maligned Theory of International Politics contained a
restatement of classical balance of power theory that clearly implied the
optimality of restraint for a power in the Soviet Union’s position. The theory
predicts that if one state is on the verge of being capable of dominating the
system militarily other states will, though internal efforts and external
alliances, seek to check its power. By virtue of its location in Central Eurasia,
its comparative advantage in the production of landpower, and the position of
its armies at the end of World War II, the Soviet Union came close to attaining
this position. By 1980, the Soviets faced a counter coalition that added China
to NATO and Japan, forming a truly fearsome counterbalance. According to
the theory, further Soviet offensive efforts were futile, as they would only
engender ever stronger counterbalancing. From this perspective, Brezhnev’s
policy of seeking to leverage offensive Soviet military power into improved
relations with the West (which analysts dubbed the strategy of ‘offensive
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détente’) was bound to backfire. If Moscow preferred security to expansion, it
would back away from its provocative forward strategy and thus weaken the
cohesion of the opposing coalition.2

Fourth, theories of hegemonic war and order such as Gilpin’s (1980) are as
realist as any ever written, and their relevance to the Cold War’s end was
unambiguous. Rather than viewing the two superpowers as ‘sensible duopo-
lists’ (Waltz, 1979, p. 202) managing a bipolar structure, Gilpin’s theory saw
the Cold War as ‘a credible but ultimately failed Soviet challenge to US
hegemony’ (Wohlforth, 1994–1995, p. 97). The theory predicted that the Soviet
propensity to challenge the post-World War II order was a function of its
relative capability to do so. World War II left Moscow in a very strong
conventional military position in Europe, but left the United States with the
means and the motive to construct a congenial post-war international order.
The result was dissatisfaction in Moscow and a restless Soviet policy that could
be seen as challenging US leadership. Once Soviet power began to decline,
however, the cost/benefit ratio of revisionism reversed, and the optimal policy
was to come to terms with the US-led order. In a nutshell ‘The Cold War was
caused by the rise of Soviet power and the fear this caused in the West. The end
of the Cold War was caused by the relative decline in Soviet power and the
reassurance this gave the West’ (Wohlforth, 1994–1995, p. 96).

These four problems, accessible to any IR scholar at the time, seriously
undermined the post-1990 anti-realist argument. The deep-going research that
I conducted for my dissertation and first book demolished it. Careful study of
the event uncovered abundant ‘process’ evidence revealing the explanatory
leverage realist theories provided on the case (Wohlforth, 1991, 1993, 1994–1995).
Of key importance was that one of realism’s core explanatory variables – the
distribution of capabilities – was hardly constant in this period, but rather was
changing rapidly, as the Soviet Union declined economically and techno-
logically compared to its fast-growing, dynamic rivals. Randall Schweller and
I forwarded a stylized realist ‘model’ (that is, a simplified explanation in terms of
a theory) for the ColdWar’s end as follows: ‘The Soviet Union’s best response to
relative decline within a US-dominated bipolar system was emulation and
engagement, which made the cold war’s end on American terms the most likely
outcome’ (Schweller and Wohlforth, 2000, p. 85).

The model rests on what Jonathan Kirshner (2010, p. 13) rightly calls a
‘foundational tenet of classic realism:’ the need always to acknowledge the
reality of power and accommodate changing power relations. ‘[O]nce the law of
uneven development began to work against the Soviet Union’ Schweller and
I wrote, ‘realist theories posit that the odds were against Moscow’s adoption
of any policy other than engagement and retrenchment. Thus, the cold war
ended primarily because the Soviet Union lacked the material wherewithal to
continue, and the systemic distribution of power gave it few options other than
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to sue for peace on the best possible terms. The United States, in turn, was
willing to conclude the rivalry only on terms that reflected the new distribution
of power in which its relative position was considerably enhanced’.

Viewed in this light, Gorbachev’s ‘new thinking’ was, as Stephen Sestanovich
termed it in a 1988 article, ‘a diplomacy of decline’. It needed to be seen in the
context of other strategic choices by declining powers, from Tsar Nicholas II’s
disarmament initiatives before World War I to Sadat’s breakthrough trip to
Jerusalem. As Schweller and I put it, ‘Realism explains the cold war’s end as an
instance of what the realist E. H. Carr wanted to happen and believed could
happen fifty years earlier: a rational and peaceful “adjustment to the changed
relations of power.” This time, however, circumstances were much more
favorable for peaceful change than in the 1930s, for it was the revolutionary
rather than the status quo power that declined; the status quo power retained a
preponderance of capabilities; and the bipolar structure limited the scope and
consequent uncertainty of alliance politics’.

We demonstrated that this basic explanation did indeed help explain impor-
tant aspects of the larger event, that a great deal of evidence was consistent
with it, and thus that there were no grounds for decreasing confidence in the
realist family of theories as a result of the Cold War’s end.

Constructivism and the End of the Cold War

The Cold War ended as proponents of constructivist approaches to IR were just
beginning to make inroads into the mainstream academic research. The failure
to anticipate the peaceful ending of the superpower rivalry was an embarrassing
blow to established intellectual approaches and a natural boost to this new
upstart. By the 1980s, Realism and its competitors had settled into a debate that
took the Cold War for granted. Constructivism was not so burdened. Changing
ideas and worldviews, moreover, seemed so obviously central to the unfolding
events as to be self-evident testimony to the veracity of constructivist arguments.
Scholarship poured forth documenting the relationship between new thinking
and the new policies that brought the Cold War down.3

But if systemic pressures were pushing for broad changes along the lines of
those championed by Gorbachev, it is harder to show the independent causal
effect of ideas in the case than many scholars initially assumed. This was the
main point of my 2001 article with Stephen Brooks, ‘Power, Globalization end
the End of the Cold War’.4 Because we were addressing the debate over the
relationship between material incentives and ideas in explaining change in
international politics, there was no purpose in limiting material incentives
to those identified in neorealist theory. We thus expanded the analysis to include
not only conventional realist incentives, but economic incentives more broadly.5
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We brought to bear a mass of new evidence on Soviet economic conditions
and policymaking. Our analysis revealed that the magnitude of economic
pressures on the Soviet Union in 1985–1990 was far more significant than had
been previously understood. Our main finding was ‘that the rapidly escalating
economic costs of maintaining the Soviet Union’s international position made
the Cold War’s end on American terms the most likely outcome y Economic
conditions were more than necessary but less than sufficient to explain the
end of the Cold War. Rather, they made Soviet retrenchment the most likely
response’ (Brooks and Wohlforth, 2004, p. 227).

We demonstrated that previous studies had misestimated the role of ideas
in the case; the causal mechanisms they attributed to ideas were in fact
endogenous to changing economic incentives (Brooks and Wohlforth, 2000/
2001). This does not mean that ideas played no role or that economic incentives
dictated the precise outcome. It simply meant, as I put it later (Wohlforth,
2005), that the end of the Cold War was a ‘hard case for ideas’. The standard
setup in literally dozens of books and articles up to that time was ‘material
incentives were static or pushing for the use of force, new ideas pushed for
appeasement/engagement and non-use of force, therefore the latter were
decisive’. Our point was that this kind of setup was not tenable because
‘decline, perceptions of decline, new ideas and new policies were closely related’
(Brooks and Wohlforth, 2004, p. 308). As in the case of the debate over
realism, the material incentives-based explanation Brooks and I offered did not
pretend to tell the whole story, but it told enough of it to undermine a hugely
popular scholarly interpretation of the Cold War’s end.

The Cold War’s end helped make Constructivism into far more popular
theoretical approach (measured by number of professed adherents) than
realism is or ever was. Brooks and I showed that the actual case is not a self-
evidently strong one for the role of Constructivist mechanisms, processes and
arguments. These mechanisms were present and ‘mattered’. One can construct
a far fuller explanation for the event with these mechanisms than without them.
They help understand aspects of the case that material incentives-based
account leaves out. But given strong material incentives pointing toward a
Soviet effort to exit the Cold War, there is no empirically grounded reason
the event should have had such a pronounced effect on the influence of
constructivist social theory in IR.

The Test of Time: New Evidence on the Soviet Military–Industrial
Complex

My coauthors and I exhaustively set forth the kind of evidence that would
count against the explanations we forwarded (see Schweller and Wohlforth,
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2000; Brooks and Wohlforth, 2001, 2002). Less exhaustively, I can summarize
these as saying that our argument would be refuted to the degree that we find
that mounting evidence of decline, changing power realities, imperial burdens,
technological challenges and economic pressures were not associated with
Moscow’s willingness to make the concessions that ended the Cold War. Major
new studies, even those explicitly critical of our work (for example, Brown,
2007), do not present evidence of this type. Rather, they present arguments that
we have addressed at length elsewhere answering earlier critics such as Robert
English (Brooks and Wohlforth, 2002, 2004, 2007; English, 2002). Other
important new accounts (for example, Kotkin, 2009; Sarotte, 2009) confirm
that the chief concessions that ended the Cold War in 1989–1990 occurred as
the Soviet economy was collapsing and the preoccupation with economic
constraints was all-consuming. It bears repeating that the Cold War did not
end at Reykjavik, it did not end with the INF agreement, it did not end because
Ronald Reagan or George Bush conceded some fundamental position that had
underlay the superpower rivalry. It ended when the Soviet Union credibly
agreed to relinquish its military position in the center of Europe.

But what about the grand strategy that helped set the stage for 1989? We
argued that some strategy of retrenchment and accommodation that would
reduce the costs of Moscow’s international position – including prominently its
position in Central Europe – was the most likely response to the material
setting. Systemic conditions stacked the deck against alternatives: ramping up
the Cold War or clinging to the status quo. We documented how material
constraints pushed foreign policy change and helped policy innovators defuse
intellectual and political opposition. We claimed that these material constraints
were so salient that many people intellectually and politically predisposed to
resist their implications had to accommodate them. That is, our explanation
is stronger – and the various alternatives weaker – to the degree that systemic
pressures were salient enough to affect the assessments of people with different
worldviews and political positions.

In an effort to make our explanation falsifiable according to the best
precepts of social science, Schweller and I (2000, p. 105) predicted that new, as
yet unreleased evidence would show that ‘the KGB, the General Staff, the
Ministry of Defense, and other organizations responsible for intelligence
on Soviet capabilities should contain many analysts with old thinking
worldviews but also a sober appreciation of Soviet weakness and, hence,
willingness to cut deals with the West’. Brooks and I (2001, p. 44) reported on
vast amounts evidence documenting precisely that: ‘A critical mass of old
thinkers in the military, defense industry, foreign ministry, Communist Party
apparatus, and KGB saw essentially the same material constraints Gorbachev
did, and so not only acquiesced to but were complicit in Gorbachev’s strategic
response’.
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New evidence directly relevant to this issue continues to emerge. In addition
to the flow of new memoirs from veteran mid-level officials of the military,
KGB and military–industrial complex (MIC) (for example, Razumov, 2006), a
highly relevant newly available treasure trove is the archive of Vitaly Kataev, a
key Central Committee official overseeing the defense industry who served as
secretary of the ‘Big Five’ commission on nuclear arms control issues.6 In
addition, former members of the CPSU’s military-industrial commission (VPK)
produced major studies of the Soviet defense sector (Masliukov and Glubokov,
1999; Baklanov and Rogozin, 2005), as has a top former General Staff specialist
on the Soviet military economy (Shlykov, 2002). Former military industrialists
engaged in a prolonged public debate over the Soviet defense burden in the mid-
to late 1990s. Also important is the declassification of an extensive set of
interviews with top Soviet defense officials, analysts, military industrialists and
weapons designers conducted by John Hines for the US Defense Department
(Hines, 1995).7 Finally, many independent experts continue to devote enormous
efforts to understanding the Soviet MIC and the relative burden it imposed on
the economy (for example, Simonov, 1996; Davis, 2002; Rosefielde, 2005,
Chapter 3; Bystrova, 2006). A fulsome review is beyond the scope of this article,
but a search for disconfirming evidence yields two important themes.

The first concerns the scale of the Soviet defense burden. During the last
years of the Cold War, almost everyone from the person in the street to the
highest level officials on all sides believed that the Soviet Union labored under
a large and growing defense burden. There is no doubt that this perception
underlay strategic choices; nor is there any question that it served as an
important argument in favor of retrenchment and against defenders of tradi-
tional Soviet foreign policy, just as Brooks’ and my explanation would expect.
Gorbachev claimed that defense took some 20 per cent of Soviet GDP as of
1988; the CIA estimated 18 per cent.

But was this true? Slowly and fitfully overcoming their penchant toward
extreme secrecy, members of the MIC began to contest such assessments in the
late 1980s. They could see how important the military burden was for
proponents of further concessions to the West and deeper retrenchment; and in
the 1990s they were desperately seeking to preserve their enterprises from what
they saw as the Yel’tsin government’s predatory and ill-conceived reforms.
Their estimate: 8.9 per cent of GDP in 1989 (Masliukov and Glubokov, 1999,
p. 55; cf. Razumov, 2006, pp. 28–32; Harrison, 2008). Top party and state MIC
officials Igor Belousov and Oleg Baklanov vigorously confronted Gorbachev
with such figures in September 1990 (Shlykov, 2001b, pp. 98–99). Reporting on
this, Brooks and I stressed that in light of all the other evidence decision
makers possessed this alternative assessment was never persuasive, and that in
a subsequent interview Baklanov himself allowed that the real burden may
have been as high as 15 per cent.
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Thanks to Kataev and other new sources, we have a much better picture of
the real calculations and the thinking that lay behind the MIC’s assessment.
Their numbers imply that the MIC was amazingly productive: with under
10 per cent of the Soviet workforce, Kataev (2001, p. 59) argued, it produced
20 per cent of Soviet GDP. The key claim is that MIC could produce
competitive weaponry at unbelievably low cost. A Kalashnikov assault rifle
cost the Soviet MOD about what a kilogram of sausage cost a Soviet
consumer. Fighter aircraft, bombers, tanks and ICBM’s were similarly cheap.
After all, labor costs – for grunts, generals and weapons designers – were
laughably low. Defense firms, moreover, produced large amounts of consumer
goods for Soviet civilians, and they exported weapons at a huge profit. Quite
simply, the Soviet economy had a massive comparative advantage in producing
military power. Far from being a burden, the MIC was the goose laying golden
eggs for the Soviet Union.

Of course, it would be easy to dismiss this evidence as patently biased and
self-serving. Asking Soviet military industrialists whether the Soviet Union
was good at producing modern weaponry is like asking the same question of
top officials at Northrup-Grumman regarding American defense expenditures.
What do you expect them to say? Still, these men knew their system intimately
and their assessments need to be answered, not dismissed. And that is
exactly what has happened. Independent experts contend that the MIC’s
numbers fail to account for massive structural subsidies. Its seeming effi-
ciency derived from priority access to resources and manpower at suppressed
prices – all of which one way or another came at the expense of the rest of
the economy. In this view, the military did not have a productivity ‘secret;’
rather, as Gaddy (1996, p. 56) put it, ‘the ‘secret’ was that the military
sector cannibalized the economy’. Even while making the case for the MIC’s
efficiency, Kataev, for example, agreed that ‘the military industrial complex
absorbed the best technical and scientific capabilities of the state’ (Kataev in
Hines, 1995, p. 96). For the critics, even the MIC’s civilian production was really
a subsidy, compelling Soviet consumers to buy televisions and refrigerators
of low quality at high prices. Trying to fix numbers on manifestations of the
MIC’s structurally favored role is an inherently uncertain enterprise. Some
highly credible analysts refuse to express the burden in these terms, stressing
instead the ‘structurally militarized’ nature of the Soviet economy (Shlykov,
2001a, b, 2002). But arguably the most prominent independent Russian
specialist, the historian Irina Bystrova, concludes in her exhaustive history
of the post-war Soviet MIC that, while it did indeed produce some 20 per cent
of Soviet GDP, it did so by absorbing some 75 per cent of the country’s
best scientific and technological potential (Bystrova, 2006, p. 640). Her
assessment lines up with that of many western experts (Gaddy, 1996;
Rosefielde, 2005).8
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The scale of military burden does remain a matter of debate. Given the
intrinsic challenges of measuring an economic burden in a non-market context,
it may never be resolved. But the two sides of the debate really represent
different ways of conceptualizing the same reality. One side sees the MIC as a
burden on a civilian economy that was far smaller and less technologically
advanced than its competitor. The other sees the MIC as the crown jewel of an
economy expressly designed to generate military power. They part ways on
whether the MIC could be thought of as a bloated resource to be tapped for
the civilian economy (as Gorbachev saw it) or as the only efficient part of an
integrated and essentially unreformable economy (as many old thinkers saw it).
Either way, the Soviet economy was extremely highly militarized. Either way,
new military challenges would require new infusions of scarce resources, which
would require wrenching policy decisions by the top leadership. The question
was whether the MIC could sustain its side of the Cold War rivalry without
major new resources.

This brings us to the second stream of evidence from the new sources: they
appear to show a large group of important officials who defy our prediction
that the material setting of an overextended superpower should have registered
regardless of worldviews. Kataev and his colleagues appear to be saying that,
given its comparative advantage in generating military power, all the MIC
needed in order to continue the Soviets’ side of the Cold War rivalry was to be
left alone. On the surface, some of the new material would appear to offer
strong support for the argument that a Soviet strategy of clinging to the status
quo was at least as likely if not more likely to flow from the strategic setting
than some version of retrenchment.

This is a potential blow to our analysis, but it is negated by several other
strains of new evidence. To begin with, the very same new sources testify to
how unpersuasive the argument about an easily sustainable military burden
was. It simply could not counter all the other observable indicators of esca-
lating military burdens. After all, nothing about the new evidence counters
the fundamental fact of relative Soviet economic decline. On the contrary,
the Hines interviews report of a massive analysis commissioned in 1979 by the
Central Committee and supported by the General Staff with baleful
implications for Soviet prospects: ‘The Soviet GNP was estimated to be
around 40 per cent the size of US GNP, and the gap between US and Soviet
output was widening at a nonlinear rate’ (Tsygichko in Hines, 1995, p. 153).9

Even if one accepts the MIC analysis wholesale, an economy declining relative
to its chief competitors meant increased military burdens for Moscow unless
those rivals could be convinced to reduce their military efforts. The Hines
interviews, unavailable when I conducted the research with Schweller and
Brooks, contain page after page of testimony by former high Soviet defense
and military industrial officials on perceptions of the military burden and
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technological lag (for example, Kataev, Tsygichko, Danilevich, Gareev and
Kalashnikov in Hines, 1995) Indeed, as Baklanov’s guesstimate of 15 per cent
of GDP suggests, many military industrialists did not even manage fully to
convince themselves.

More importantly, the new sources contain evidence of the defense
industrialists’ contemporary views of the dynamic aspect of the Soviet position
that directly contradicts the contention that the status quo was sustainable
at minimal cost. The MIC struggled with the problem of the growing tech-
nological gap. It is not just, as Brooks and I (2001, p. 49) observed, that ‘the
argument that ‘we can always steal from the West’ is not a particularly effective
rebuttal to the sorts of arguments Gorbachev and his supporters were making’.
Kataev documents extensively that the MIC needed new infusions of resources
even to sustain the old level of competition, much less ramp up for a new
challenge. ‘Soviet equipment did not permit high-quality production. y

Underdeveloped technology at all stages of production y hampered efforts to
create the newest high quality military equipment’. The problem? ‘The physical
plant and equipment of MIC enterprises was seriously worn out by the end of
the 1980s’. The bottom line: ‘Existing investment was not enough to support
state-of-the-art defense production’ (Kataev, 2001, p. 60).

Any MIC argument that the Soviet Union was well positioned to sustain the
Cold War indefinitely without retrenchment was decisively undercut by
the MIC’s repeated and insistent demands for massive new investments of
scarce resources to meet the new challenge from the West (see, for example,
Razumov, 2006, p. 29; Hoffman, 2009, Chapter 11). Gorbachev had good
reasons, moreover, supplied by numerous scientific and technical advisors, to
doubt that such investment would pay off in Soviet weaponry competitive
with the West’s (see Hoffman, 2009, Chapters 11–14). Indeed, if Kataev was
right that the MIC was already absorbing ‘the best technical and scientific
capabilities of the state’ is was not clear where those new resources would come
from.

In sum, a look for the most damning new evidence leaves our explanation
relatively unscathed. It demonstrates, however, that our efforts to make the
explanation transparently falsifiable were successful.

Conclusion

‘No one loves a political realist’, Robert Gilpin (1996) lamented. If recent works
on the Cold War’s end are anything to go by, realist explanations of the Cold
War’s end face a similar fate. Following English and other critics, scholars
continue strongly to dispute accounts that foreground the causal role of Soviet
decline and systemic pressures for retrenchment (see, for example, Hass, 2005,
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2007; Larson and Shevchenko, 2003; Snyder, 2005; Brown, 2007). A casual
reader might well miss a major change. In contrast the situation back in the early
1990s, almost everyone now recognizes that broadly ‘realist’ pressures and
economic incentives were a big part of the story. Now, when scholars address the
agency of Gorbachev, the role of domestic institutions and the rise of new ideas,
they are often more sensitive to the problem of endogeneity Brooks and I
highlighted (for example, Farrell, 2002; Tannenwald, 2005; Legro, 2005).

Why then do scholars love to hate the broadly realist explanation I have
discussed herein? One answer is realism’s traditional role as the useful foil (dare
I say strawman?) for all and sundry IR analyses. Against some fictional realist
claim that systemic factors provide a ‘sufficient’, deterministic explanation
for each and every aspect of the Cold War’s end, it is easy to tout as interesting
the trivial finding that some other cause is actually ‘necessary’ for a ‘full’
explanation (Brooks and Wohlforth, 2002).

Related to this is the fact that the debate has moved away from general IR
theory and into Clayton Roberts’ territory of holistic historical explanation.
Paradigm wars have subsided. Scholars no longer argue that the end of the
Cold War fatally undermines realism, which continues to thrive. Constructi-
vism is hugely popular with scholars, and its standing as an important IR
approach does not hinge in any meaningful sense on the role of ideas in
explaining the Cold War’s end. In short, the debate’s connection to general IR
theory has weakened. Scholars interested in the event’s implications for large
schools of IR theory have moved on. Left studying the event are historians and
specialists mainly interested in total explanations, not theory evaluation, and
IR scholars interested in more middle-range propositions concerning aspects of
the event (for example, arms control).

Scholars approaching the event with these purposes will rightly find a
broadly realist explanation deeply unsatisfying. A Roberts-style explanation
demands precision on timing. Our explanation cannot provide that. A Roberts-
style explanation is deterministic, showing how events had to take the course
they did. Ours is probabilistic, showing only that events were likely to go in the
general direction of the course they took. A Roberts-style explanation is
complete, providing reasons for each twist and turn in the complex case. Ours
is general, providing reasons why scores of mini-events within the larger case
tended to go a certain way (Brooks and Wohlforth, 2007).

If the ideal is a holistic historical explanation, then realist accounts will ring
hollow. For at the center of the story is Gorbachev, and critics are right that
Gorbachev was no realist. Yes, he by and large appreciated the systemic
constraints we documented and wanted to adjust Soviet policy in line with them.
Yes, he appreciated the realist problem of the security dilemma and sought a way
out. Yes, his basic impulse was to try to cut the costs imposed by Moscow’s
international role. And, yes, when confronted with the fateful choice between
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resisting and accommodating the realities of power, he took the realist course.
But he was no Bismarck. He was a romantic who found the mundane details of
policy boring. He resisted concrete, hard-headed measures to scale back imperial
costs early in the game. He did not like to confront trade-offs, especially the one
between cutting costs and maintaining Soviet prestige. He tried to elide this trade-
off, seeing ‘new thinking’ as a way to win a new kind of prestige on the cheap
(Wohlforth, 1993; Larson and Shevchenko, 2003). Ultimately, this backfired,
leaving him reactive and overwhelmed when his position crumbled in 1989–1990.

One could argue that a Soviet Bismarck might have reacted to power
realities with more strategic acumen than Gorbachev did. Such a leader
might have followed the advice of contemporary Russian realists, who saw the
writing on the wall and proposed proactive strategies for resolving the German
question as early as 1987 (see Wohlforth, 1993, 2000; Davis and Wohlforth,
2004). Perhaps such a deal would have won Moscow better terms for exiting
the Cold War.

English theologian Bishop Joseph Butler wrote, ‘Every thing is what it is,
and not another thing’. This applies as much if not more to the Soviet Union
and the Cold War as to any thing Butler had in mind. In this case as in all
cases, the confrontation between general theories and unique events yields
puzzles. To answer the puzzle of why Gorbachev did not adopt a more realist
grand strategy, one clearly must consider personality, ideas, domestic politics,
contingency, and, in a word, history.
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Notes

1 For citations, see Wohlforth, 1994, 1998; Schweller and Wohlforth, 2000.

2 Stephen Walt’s balance of threat theory (1987) has similar implications.

3 See Brooks and Wohlforth, 2000/2001, fn. 1, for citations.

4 I pursued this in several other collaborative papers with Brooks (2002, 2003, 2004), as well as

with James W. Davis (Davis and Wohlforth, 2004).

5 Some readers may see such an economics-focused approach as falling outside realism. I see this

explanation as consistent with classical realism, but it clearly breaks from the neorealist system of

explanation, as we made clear on pp. 10–11.

6 I interviewed Kataev when he visited Stanford but, unfortunately, as of this writing I am relying

on others’ descriptions of his materials. See Kataev (2001); Harrison (2008); and Hoffman

(2009), who also had access Kataev’s other personal papers not included in the archive.

7 For a description, see Battilega (2004).

8 Similar estimates for earlier periods are given by Simonov (1996). Bystrova stresses that many if

not most key documents remain classified; hence, she relies extensively on memoirs and other

publications of former MIC officials.

9 This corresponds precisely to the postmortem analysis of the OECD, IMF and so on (Rosefielde,

2007, Chapter 10).
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